
 

Issuing a claim in the Court and obtaining a Judgment 

 

If the debt remains unpaid after 14 days of LBA (Letter before court action) being sent and no 

response has been received from the debtor, the next step would be to issue court proceedings 

to recover the debt. There is a court fee payable for issuing each claim and the amount depends 

on the value of debt including interest.  

 

Value of the claim  Fee  

Up to £300 £35 

Greater than £300 but no more than £500 £50 

Greater than £500 but no more than £1,000 £70 

Greater than £1,000 but no more than £1,500 £80 

Greater than £1,500 but no more than £3,000 115 

Greater than £5,000 but no more than £10,000 £205 

Greater than £5,000 but no more than £10,000 £455 

Greater than £10,000 but no more than 

£200,000 

5% of the value 

of the claim 

Greater than £200,000 £10, 000 

 

 

A list of all the court fees can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fees-

in-the-civil-and-family-courts-full-list-ex50a.  

 

Our costs are set out at 10.00% of the claim value and must be paid upfront. These cannot be 

levied to the debtor. 

 

After proceedings are commenced, the court will usually serve the claim within 5 days of issue 

and the debtor will have 14 days from the date of service to deal with the claim by: 

 

a) paying the amount claimed; 

b) asking for an additional 14 days to respond to the Claim Form; 

c) admitting liability and requesting more time to pay the debt by instalments; 

d) admitting part of the debt and disputing the rest; 

e) disputing the full amount. 

 

Should the debtor simply ignore the claim a County Court Judgment (the ‘Judgment’) can be 

obtained at the end of the aforementioned period.  

 

If your claim is defended including a counterclaim is submitted by the debtor, a further fee will 

be payable for counsel which we will instruct to attend on your behalf at any preliminary 

hearing or final hearing (the ‘trial’) listed by court. We will, however, endeavour to agree on a 

minimal fee with the counsel as to minimise any costs that you will incur. Counsel fees 

normally vary from £175 plus VAT for preliminary hearings to £400 plus VAT - £750 plus 

VAT for trials but can be slightly negotiated on a number of grounds – the complexity of the 

case, whether the hearing is in person or remotely, the length of hearing etc.  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fees-in-the-civil-and-family-courts-full-list-ex50a
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fees-in-the-civil-and-family-courts-full-list-ex50a


Ordinary counsel fees would be recoverable from the opposite party if the claim is admitted, 

but it also depends on the allocation of the case. There are three types of allocation in civil 

matters –  

 

a) Small Claims Track – which includes cases under £10,000; 

b) Fast Track – which includes cases from £10,000 to £25,000 and where the trial is likely 

to last for no longer than one day (special provisions are also provided for expert 

evidence); and 

c) Multi-Track – which is the normal track for any claim for which the Small Claims Track 

or the Fast Track is not the normal track.  

 

*The value of the case is not always a deciding factor in allocating a case to a specific band. 

The judge might allocate a case, out of its own motion or based on the submission of the parties, 

either to a higher band or a lower band having regard to the nature of the remedy sought, the 

likely complexity of the facts, law or evidence, the number of parties, the value or complexity 

of any counterclaim, the amount of oral evidence which may be required, etc.  

 

The only band that does not allow recovery of counsel fees, is Small Claims Track, however, 

if it can be proved that the debtor has behaved unreasonably in the proceedings, the court might 

award these. 

 

When allocated to the Fast Track or Multi-Track we will also recommend that an After The 

Event Insurance (the ‘ATE insurance’) insurance policy is taken out. This will protect you from 

the risks of paying adverse costs in the event that the claim is dismissed. The prices for the 

policy might start from £500 plus VAT upwards. 

 

The timeframe within which a defended claim is concluded is a minimum of 6 months, but 

based on the capacity of the court and/or recent backlogs caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

the period might be longer. The Judgment will be handed at the last and final hearing. The 

claim might be either admitted, admitted in part or dismissed. The court will also deal with the 

costs issue when handling the Judgment. 

 

Obtaining a County Court Warrant of Control or High Court Writ of Control 

 

Once a judgment has been obtained and the debtor does not pay within the period ordered by 

the court, which is normally 14 days unless not ordered otherwise, we are then able to enforce 

it. The following methods of enforcement, but not limited, are available to a creditor: 

 

- Taking Control of Goods – the procedure involves the debtor’s goods being seized and 

sold to pay off the judgment debt. 

- Attachment of Earnings Order – this provides that an employed debtor’s employer must 

pay part of the debtor’s earnings to the creditor; 

- Charging Order – this acts like a mortgage over the debtor’s property to secure the 

judgment debt; 

- Third Party Order – this is where the creditor asks that a third party who owes money 

to the debtor pays that money directly to the creditor rather than to the debtor. 

 

The most common way of enforcing a debt is by taking control of the debtor’s goods. This is 

done either by a County Court Bailiff (CCB) or High Court Enforcement Officer (HCEO). 

 



CCBs are salaried civil servants employed directly by the court service. They can enforce 

judgments up to £5,000. They work under the authority of a warrant of control which can be 

requested from the County Court for a fee of £110. County Court Bailiffs will attempt to collect 

the judgment debt, the court costs, the warrant cost and interest, if prescribed, from the debtor.  

 

HCEOs work privately or in private companies and can enforce judgments of £600 and above 

with no upper limit. HCEOs work under the authority of a writ of control. This is issued when 

a County Court Judgment is transferred to the High Court for enforcement. There is a fixed 

court fee of £66 to obtain the writ. If successful, the HCEO will recover the judgment debt, the 

court costs, the court transfer up fee, interest at 8% and the enforcement fees from the debtor. 

If the HCEO is unable to recover the judgment debt, there is a compliance fee, currently set at 

£75 plus VAT which is paid by the creditor. Other than the compliance fee, the HCEO receives 

no income for an unsuccessful enforcement.  

 

As the County Court Bailiffs are salaried without any financial incentive to collect, HCEOs 

tend to have significantly higher collection rates, however, they cannot enforce debts under 

£600. 

 


